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News and Views
MONTHLY MEETINGS
Reminder—but too late for members receiving paper copies
of the newsletter
2.15pm Thursday 16 June
Players’ Theatre, Penrith
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Come if you can. We need a quorum!
To be followed by Mark Hatton’s talk on The Symbolism on
18th Century Gravestones in Cumbria.
Thursday 21 July

SUMMER EVENT
In the morning we visit the Sunbeams Trust
award winning building near Rheged. The
Trust was set up to promote the healing
power of music and the building design is
bold but also welcoming.

In the afternoon we visit farmland round Lowther Castle to see aspects of the
conservation work described by Jim Bliss in his excellent talk at April’s monthly
meeting.
Members can join one or both visits. Full details, booking arrangements and a return
slip are provided later in this newsletter.
Penrith and North Lakes U3A is a Registered Charity, No.1073281

CHAIR’S PIECE: A Platinum Jubilee
This has been written over the
Platinum Jubilee weekend, a time of
celebration for many, with
decorations and bunting and
community activities. For the young
this will be the first Jubilee they
have experienced and in celebrating
70 years and the longest reign of
any British monarch, it will also be
an important historical event to look
back on. For those of us of more
advanced years this is the
4th Jubilee we have lived through,
and for those born before King
The Jubilee Beacon on Fairhill
George V’s Silver Jubilee in 1935,
the 5th. Many of us though will have realised that we are unlikely to live through another Royal
Jubilee and this might account for the slightly mixed emotions we might have felt, especially as
we witness the Queen becoming frailer with age. The Queen also represents a constancy and
a link with the past and this too adds a poignancy as there has also been an increasing sense
that the old order is changing.
It was ever thus, be it in our own families or communities or in our u3a. Things change and
evolve but the hope is that the values we hold dear will continue. Certainly, the younger
generation seem keen to hold everyone to account by the vows made in front of them at the
Jubilee Service of Thanksgiving on Friday – and wasn’t it refreshing to hear the Archbishop of
York, who is also the new Chancellor of the University of Cumbria, give the address? The
Queen though took us all by surprise on Saturday, as she appeared on film taking tea with a
slightly ham fisted Paddington bear, keeping marmalade sandwiches in her handbag…”for
later” and displaying a lovely sense of humour, appreciated by all ages.
Perhaps the highlight of the weekend for me – apart from the teas! – was seeing the Jubilee
beacon on Fairhill lit on 2 June. As a means of celebrating Royal Jubilees the practice dates to
Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee, but the use of beacons for signalling or warning is much
older, as commemorated by the lighting of a chain of beacons along Hadrian’s Wall on the
same night, marking its 1900 anniversary. Here in Penrith of course our Beacon was used to
warn principally of Scottish incursions, and the Community Council of Clifton, the site of the
last battle on English soil against the retreating Jacobite army, arranged for the Beacon itself to
be illuminated. The Town council organised gas beacons at St Andrew’s church (which celebrates the 300th anniversary of its re-building this year) and Penrith Castle, as well as on
Fairhill, with others being visible further afield, despite the rain!
The official gas beacons were each in the form of a platinum-coloured coronet, featuring
crosses and fleur de lys, echoing those on the Imperial State Crown. They were made in
Scotland and I like to think they are a reflection of changed times in our Border region, as well
as being beacons of hope for the future, especially for places like Ukraine who are
experiencing heavy border fighting at present.
Of course, should we see Queen Elizabeth celebrate her 100th birthday, we may see beacons
lit again in celebration, as they were in 2016 to mark her 90th birthday!

Josie Dunlop
Chair
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MONTHLY MEETING REPORTS
CONSERVATION AT LOWTHER
Jim Bliss, assistant manager of the
Lowther Castle estate, gave a full
and fascinating talk to a good
number of members at our April
meeting. The son of a farmer and
educated at St Andrew’s university
with a degree in Geography gives
Jim excellent credentials for this
role and his knowledge,
commitment and enthusiasm were
very apparent in his talk. He went
through the recent farming history
at Lowther with a previous attempt
at farming the estate organically
Jim Bliss and Longhorn Cattle
failing in the early 2000s. Next
came a new venture focused on large scale sheep farming for the export market but disease
forced another change of direction: to intensive arable farming. This also became unviable, so
the latest plan is to turn the land over to ‘wildland’ farming for which the government is
currently offering subsidies.
This style of farming includes the use of natural fertilisers and encourages biodiversity with the
introduction of older breeds of cattle, including the resilient English Longhorns which can stay
outside all winter and graze in a way which encourages wildflowers. Much larger fields, fewer
fences and allowing thistles to grow to increase biodiversity and leaving fallen branches to rot
are further aspects of this method of farming. New woodland is being planted with birch and
oak trees, along with blackthorn, rowan, shrubs and over 200 acres of wildflowers are being
cultivated on which bees will thrive and produce honey.
Other developments include the renaturalising of the River Lowther to increase the numbers
and species of birds, including snipe and teal, and, perhaps more controversially, the
controlled introduction of beavers to part of the estate with the resultant new water channels in
winter increasing the numbers of frogs, other amphibians and birds in this wetland area.
Altogether, the focus is to move away from intensive agriculture towards regenerative and
restorative land management methods. Whilst it is accepted that not all farmland could use
such methods if Britain is to continue to provide food for the population, where land is less
productive, as at Lowther, such a direction can make its own distinctive contribution to
improving the environment.

The appreciative audience asked a range of thoughtful questions which Jim answered very
thoroughly. Altogether, members agreed it had been a very worthwhile afternoon.

Sue Tomlinson
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BRAIN AND BEHAVIOUR
At our May meeting Professor Gus Baker, a neuropsychologist, gave a particularly interesting,
and at times humorous, talk to a large audience of our u3a members. He had initially served in
the RAF but later chose to study for a degree in Psychology and from there his career developed in a rather different direction. Enjoying both the academic and practical aspects of this
subject, he went on to pursue further research at the Walton Centre for Neurology and
Neurosurgery in Liverpool, and to practise as a neuropsychologist.
Gus explained some of the more fascinating workings of the brain and the problems caused by
conditions such as epilepsy, an area in which he has considerable expertise. Currently he
holds the post of Secretary General of the International Bureau for Epilepsy. Sufferers of
epilepsy may face particular prejudice in parts of the world where the understanding of the
causes of the condition is limited. In some countries, for instance, it is thought that epilepsy is a
transmittable disease so sufferers may be isolated and excluded from education. Elsewhere
the incidence of the condition is increased because of malnutrition or by exposure to malaria.
Several significant problems may be encountered in the surgery epileptics sometimes require
so encouraging a patient to talk whilst having a procedure helps to limit potential damage. Gus
described the great relief for the surgeon and his team when this was first carried out successfully.
Interesting, anonymised case studies formed a further dimension of Gus’s talk. An open and
flexible mind may be required in clinical practice as was revealed. In some cases, for instance,
the lure of very significant compensation can lead to false descriptions of symptoms which may
defy a clinician’s attempt at accurate diagnosis. The incidents of a patient who had
experienced many seizures were eventually recognised as manifestations of Psychogenic
Nonepileptic Seizures. In such cases patients appear to have epileptic symptoms but these do
not have a neurological basis; instead, they may result from psychological distress.
Unfortunately, the drugs administered in vain can have serious consequences. Another case
Gus was asked to consider was first diagnosed as Transient Cortical Blindness which may
follow trauma such as a blow to the head but following further acquaintance with the ‘sufferer’
Gus realised that by faking blindness he was expecting to yield substantial monetary benefit.
Fortunately, the ‘patient’ realised the game was up and showed no malice. In such cases, Gus
suggested that the approach demanded rather more of a lawyer’s style of procedure than that
of a regular clinician.
Gus Baker’s excellent talk generated a range of interesting questions and various
observations. He finished by offering some practical advice for sufferers of epilepsy,
suggesting that their seizures may be reduced by avoiding stress, over-indulgence of alcohol
or drugs and ensuring that they have sufficient sleep. Members felt they had learned a great
deal from this lively talk and hope in a future session to discover from Gus more about ways to
keep the brain healthy for years to come.

Sue Tomlinson

REPORTS FROM GROUPS
Archaeology visit to Shap Stone Avenue
When those of us in Archaeology 1 were invited to visit Shap Avenue on 9 May you would be
forgiven for thinking we were going to visit a previously unknown street or that Shap Abbey
was the correct venue! In fact the avenue is part of a megalithic complex near Shap (Hepe in
1228) - the village name is said to mean heap of stones. The complex comprises stone circles,
a two-mile avenue of stones possibly once set in twin lines, and burial mounds.
The Stone Row or Avenue forms an arc which starts just south of Shap Village at Kemp Howe
Stone Circle and forms a rough southeast to northwest arc heading across the road from Kemp
Howe, up through the southern village itself, then over the fields, ending just north of High
Buildings Farm, North West of the village at the Thunder stone. The avenue may have
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connected with a now lost stone circle at Carl Lofts behind the Greyhound Hotel which tradition
said was 400ft in diameter and contained a large central stone which was later cut into 7 “Yat
Stoops”. Kemp Howe which we visited has now only a few stones visible, the railway having
been built on top of the rest of the circle!

Archaeology 1 Group at the Goggleby Stone, Shap

Stones from the avenue itself have been incorporated into walls, particularly following the enclosure of land, and also used as building stone, with Nicholson and Burn noting in 1777 the
blasting and carrying away of stone for the foundations of buildings. Some notable stones do
remain however, and as well as spotting many of the rounded boulders in field walls along the
line of the avenue, we visited The Giant’s Foot Stone, a huge almost altar like stone, and the
Goggleby (Guggleby) stone pictured which is 10 feet high and has been re-erected. The
Asper’s field stone is similarly huge but has fallen on its side and has cup and ring markings.
The avenue also passes by the Skellaw Hill barrow, a round burial mound also known as the
Hill of Skulls which we also visited. The Greyhound Hotel provided our lunch if not a view of a
large lost stone circle!
Many thanks to John Day who organised the visit.

Josie Dunlop

Photographic Group
Recent outings include St
Ninians Church, Wartime at
Brougham Hall and
Flakebridge for the Bluebells.
Magnificent display of
Bluebells this year,
Brougham Hall, first
exhibition since the 40th,
Pre-covid so fascinating to
see and Photograph.
If you are interested in joining
the group and wish to learn
more about taking
photographs and editing, seeing the Lakes and beyond in a different way, please contact Alan
Beale, email cumbrian1@outlook.com.
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We meet fortnightly on a Friday at 10.00am. Full details of the Photographic Group and many
others are on the u3a Penrith and North Lakes website on the GROUPS page
https:// penrithandnorthlakesu3a.org.uk/groups.

There is a lifetime of photographs out there waiting to be photographed.

Alan Beale

Ukelele Group

A photo of our happy little Ukes4fun band!

Carole Mousdell
Copy Deadline for next issue - Monday 8 August
Editorial Team
Groups sheet, also the Monthly Meeting and Short-run/One-off
Programmes: Robin Acland, Chapelside, Mungrisdale,
Penrith CA11 0XR, 017687 79672 rtacland@gmail.com
Remainder of News and Views: Chris Wilkinson,
10 Hall Grange, Bolton, Appleby CA16 6WA 01768361819, Cwilkins0n@aol.com
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Moderate Walking Group
Reghed to Eamont Bridge back via Cold war Bunker 6/4/22 12 of us
We parked on the back road near Reghed and walked down the path to cross the river
Eamont by the foot bridge we then headed to Yanwath then on to Eamont Bridge we
then met the A6 we walked over the Kemplay roundabout before heading through the
nature reserve and dropping down the Haweswater Ind estate and taking the brige
over the M6 and Railway we then visited the Cold war bunker and then headed back
via Stainton to our cars 6.5 miles tea at Reghed.

Lowther Castle Clifton Broughm Hall Back via Lowther Caravan Park 27/4/22
14 of us
From the castle we walked the path past Bucam Lodge and on to Clifton then on to
Broughm Hall returning via Lowther Caravan Park and a visit to Lowther Church. 7
miles tea at the Castle

Dufton to Flakebridge Wood and back. 12 of us 11/5/22 12 of us
We left the car park and headed into Dufton Gyll then headed via paths to Flakebridge
wood we were treated to a grand display of bluebells it was just so special!! We
followed a circular path back to Dufton Gyll and walked the length of it to come out
near the bridge and head back into the village tea was had at the old Posting house.

Circuit of Center Parks Cliburn to Common Holme 25/5/22 5 of us
A bit of a poor turnout for this one maybe it was to local for some we parked at
Cliburn Moss and walked up past South Winfell Farm and the stables we headed
round the perimeter fence before meeting the Cliburn Road and headed towards the
village before taking the path before the old Station and going up into the wood and
eventually coming down Julian Bower farm road and then taking the foot path to
come into Cliburn we then dropped down the village to pick up the path to come out
at common holm all that remained was a walk back to the Cliburn Moss. Tea at Larch
Cottage.

